ACQ/IMAGE AD accuracy vs. Count Rate 2011.244 to 2011.274
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Mean: 489.4. Fit: $4.869e+02 + 2.268e-01 \times t$

Y values shifted by $-449.444444$

Mean: 706.9. Fit: $7.115e+02 - 3.334e-01 \times t$

Y values shifted by $-746.857143$
COS Lamp XD vs. Time from 2011.244 to 2011.274

Mean: 370.0. Fit: 3.703e+02−2.858e-02 * t
Y values shifted by −360.000000

Mean: 209.1. Fit: 2.085e+02+4.320e-02 * t
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